
Compiler Quality and Conformance
Very rapidly, improvement of software safety, quality 
and security are becoming the key success factors in 
all industries. Safety standards require that confidence 
in software tool-chains is brought to appropriate 
levels. Compilers are central to all software develop-
ments and systems integration, hence compiler quality 
is prime. Creating confidence in a compiler starts with 
meticulously testing the compiler for conformance, 
correctness and robustness. SuperTestTM does preci-
sely that, it is a compiler test and validation suite that 
is designed and developed to assess and safeguard 
confidence in the compiler.

Both compiler vendor and user need to be certain that their compilers 
are up to the task, as even a single compiler bug can cause immense pro-
blems for a multitude of programmers, software projects or devices in 
the market. The damage a compiler may cause by producing wrong code 
dwarfs the investment in a reliable compiler quality assurance system. 

SuperTest Experience, Craftsmanship and Knowledge
SuperTest is the most comprehensive test and validation suite for com-
pilers, a product distilled from compiler engineering expertise of ACE 
Associated Compiler Experts. With SuperTest, ACE makes its well over 
35 years of experience in compiler construction and testing available to 
software tool vendors. Both professional compiler developers, software 
quality assurance engineers and the compiler users, will appreciate the 
over 40,000 handcrafted source files in SuperTest, providing millions of 
conformance tests, as well as a host of quality, integration and regressi-
on tests dealing with compiler internals such as analyses and optimiza-
tions. As compilation techniques evolve, this set of tests and its special 
features are constantly growing. The framework includes both positive 
and negative tests with facilities to support selective testing such as 
exercising test subsets of previously failed tests. The straightforward 
user interface seamlessly integrates into any compiler development 
environment, allows for easy addition of new tests and provides cross 
platform validation support. 

The SuperTest Depth suite verifies the compiler’s 
ability to correctly handle combinations of function 
calls, operators, storage classes, data types and 
pointer indirection levels. Tempest 
(TEMPlate Expander for SuperTest) is a unique 
and flexible production-rule driven test generator 
that can be used to generate random variations of 
tests. It allows the generation of complex programs 
that are predictable in their behaviour due to the 
semantics of the generator-script-based production 
rules. This enables specific issues with a compiler 
to be explored in more depth by generating a range 
of tests to extend the associated test-breadth, ensu-

ring that there are no further side-effect issues. 
Another generator in SuperTest exposes typical errors as found in calling 
conventions and binary interfaces between software libraries. This ABI 
Tester enables integration testing of software components for environ-
ments where different compilers or optimization levels are used. 

Its collection of expert compiler validation tools makes SuperTest the 
most versatile compiler test suite for the professional compiler develo-
per, and moreover the software developer. SuperTest has been designed 
for both deployment 
in agile development 
environments for im-
mediate feedback for 
compiler engineers and 
as a QAQC tool for 
acceptance testing and 
confidence assessment. 
SuperTest is also suitable 
for end-users who need 
to assess and validate the 
quality of the compiler(s) 
to be used for critical 
software projects and 
applications.

SuperTest Rembrandt Release

SuperTest Features
• Over 3,000,000 C, C++ and 
 Embedded C conformance, 
 correctness and quality checks
• Powerful and flexible test generator
• Tests for C++ Standard Library
• Positive and negative testing
• Seamless integration in compiler 
 development environment
• Easy addition of tests
• Clear reporting in HTML
• Remote and Parallel testing
• Easy to install

SuperTest
More than compiler validation

It’s all about Confidence

SuperTestTM is a trademark of ACE Associated Computer Experts bv.SuperTestTM is a trademark of ACE Associated Computer Experts bv.



Industry feedback
•  “... While our compilation tools have a good reputation, we would like to further increase the test 
 coverage for our customers and SuperTest is the right tool to secure the excellent quality of our products.”

• “... Since we started using SuperTest, not a single customer has reported finding a code generation problem 
 with the C compiler.”

• “... By selecting just the ANSI C parts of the test suite we were able to rapidly check that our initial compiler was working  
 as we expected. Problems highlighted by SuperTest have usually allowed us to home in on the cause of the problem quite  
 quickly. SuperTest provides confidence in the scope and stability of our compiler.  We view it as the prime step into testing  
 our compiler. Regular use of SuperTest identifies regression problems in a timely manner. We use SuperTest at least   
 weekly and more frequently when making significant changes to our compiler.”

• “... Through its systematic testing, compiler stressing and corner cases, the  SuperTest tests revealed possibly hundreds  
 of issues.”

• “... The test cases are well documented, which tell exactly where the problem is.”

• “... SuperTest is a really valuable tool for us. The verbose mode is wonderful for pointing me at the failing section of   
 code. SuperTest found us implementation holes, implementation bugs, documentation errors, simulation bugs and many    
 regressions. It is my primary regression test bench. I’d start using it very early in future compiler projects.”

• “... The suite detected a lot of errors during our developments. Running the test suite successfully gave us enough    
 confidence about the acceptable quality of each compiler version to be released to a next stage.”

• “... SuperTest helped us to find the problems in our compiler far more quickly than otherwise would have been possible.   
 In comparison with the license and  maintenance fees, we saved more than twice the amount in our efforts in  improving   
 the compiler quality.” 

 

•  ISO 9899:1990 C standard
•  ISO 9899:1999 C99 standard
•  TR18037 Embedded C extension
•  ISO 14882 C++ standard
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